VALOISTE- POHJANMAA R LED
LIGHTING INSTALLATION.
Installation and connection fittings to the power supply should make the person with experience in the
installation of lighting fixtures and having appropriate qualifications electric. Assembly requires 1-3 people,
depending on the dimensions of the luminaire.
NOTE !!! Installation should be done with the power disconnected primary (mounting wires can not be
energized)

Attach to the ceiling hanger from ceiling rose and suspension holders. Then connect the power cables to the
terminals . NOTE !!! Luminaires with the option of dimming have additional terminal marked with "+" and "-".
After connecting cables, apply ceiling rose body and fasten it with moles. You can now attach the main voltage.
When replacing the lamp, disconnect power from the luminaire. Remove the body mounts and perform replacement
of burned sources. Then fit the body and attach the power supply.
GENERAL TERMS OF USE AND MAINTENANCE LIGHTING.
The luminaire is supplied with AC current 220-230 because when cleaning or use extreme caution.
1 The luminaire should be cleaned after cooled down due to the fact heats up from the light sources.
2 Before cleaning, make sure that the fixture is turned off.
3 The luminaire should be cleaned using commercially available agents having certified by the NIH.
4 Avoid excessive application of cleaning and flood water fixtures.
5 Do not use chemicals that may cause scratching of the housing and in particular light diffusers (eg .: all kinds of
lotions and polishes) and products containing acids.
6 chrome or polished surfaces with a soft cloth without cleaning agents not to scratch the surface.
This symbol indicates that this product must not be disposed of in a standard
way - as municipal waste from households. The final customer is responsible
for supplying the product to the appropriate point of return or the seller when
you make the purchase of a new product identical with the return. Proper waste
management enables recycling and has a positive impact on the environment.

